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Recognized • Accomplished • Well-Respected
D’AMICO GRIFFIN & PETTINICCHI IS A BOUTIQUE FIRM

that restricts its practice to personal injury, medical negligence,
nursing home negligence and divorce. The firm’s hallmark
is meticulous, behind-the-scenes research and preparation.
“We are blessed to have some of the most experienced, wellrespected, professional and committed staff providing the
highest level of service to our clients,” says Michael D’Amico.
HELPING PUT LIVES BACK TOGETHER Because the firm
works exclusively with personal injury, medical negligence,
nursing home negligence and divorce, clients often arrive
having been traumatized by their experience. “All of us care
deeply about the people we represent, and we take our caring
seriously,” D’Amico says. “Our involvement takes the burden
off our clients, helps them to rebuild their lives and has spurred
better legislation to avoid similar tragedies so that our clients
feel that they or their loved ones have not suffered in vain.”
D’AMICO NAMED TO CONNECTICUT SUPER LAWYERS®
FOR FIFTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR “I’ve always wanted to discover the facts behind a case,” says D’Amico. “I love a good
mystery, and reading detective novels as a child has helped fuel
my passion for the law and the search for the truth.” D’Amico is
a board-certified civil trial specialist, and serves on the board of
governors of the Connecticut Trial Lawyers Association. A member of the Million Dollar Advocates Forum, the Multi-Million

Dollar Advocates Forum, a gold member of the Elite Lawyers
of America, listed in the Bar Register of Preeminent Lawyers
and having achieved an AV-rating by Martindale-Hubbell®, his
high-profile injury cases have been featured in the national
media. D’Amico has a special interest in wrongful death cases
and has successfully resolved multiple claims that have resulted
in substantial, just settlements that brought closure to families.
“This is emotionally wrenching and complex work, but truly
professionally fulfilling,” he says. “I feel a genuine calling to
help these victims.”
VOICE OF THE PEOPLE D’Amico Griffin & Pettinicchi gives
a voice to people in Connecticut who have suffered serious
personal injuries, medical negligence and nursing home negligence—and that voice extends to the family members of those
who have died a wrongful death due to negligence. The firm
also assists clients through the emotional turmoil of divorce so
they can move forward with their lives.
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